The product ~0(a'~)(tl)~a'D(t2) of two Jacobi functions is expressed as an integral in terms of ~(a'Z)(t3) with explicit non-negative kernel, when ~ > fl > --89 The resulting convolution structure for Jacobi function expansions is studied. For special values of c~ and fl the results are known from the theory of symmetric spaces.
Introduction
This paper deals with harmonic analysis for Jacobi function expansions, which was initiated in [4] . The functions which we call Jacobi functions and which we denote by ~, ~)(t) can be expressed as hypergeometric functions and are the noncompact analogues of Jacobi polynomials P(~'~) (x) . Similar to results of Gasper for Jacobi series ( [5] , [6] ) we will present here results concerning the convolution structure for Jacobi function expansions.
The Fourier-Jacobi transform is reduced to the classical Fourier-cosine transform in the case ~ = fl _ !2. The transform is known as the (generalized) Mehlertransform when ~ ~ ft. For certain discrete values of ~ and fi Jacobi functions have an interpretation as spherical functions on non-compact symmetric spaces of rank one. In this group theoretic context all the results presented here are well known, i.e. the product formula, the positivity and commutativity of the convolution product, the phenomenon of holomorphic functions in a strip as the duals of Lefunctions, and the structure of the convolution algebra of Ll-functions. We will give the results for all g and fl such that a ~ fi ~ --89 only using analytic methods, although the group theoretic interpretation was an important guide in our research.
In our opinion Jacobi functions deserve as much interest as Jacobi polynomials.
~OGE~S FLENSTED-JENSEN AND TO~ ~OORNWINDER
They probably constitute the most complicated continuous orthogonal system of functions in one variable for which all significant aspects of the classical Fourier transform can be generalized in a nice w~y. Section 2 of this paper contains some preliminaries. Section 3 deals with properties of the Fouricr-Jacobi transform for LP-functions (1 ~ p ~ 2); in particular, the injectivity of this transform is proved. The product formula for Jacobi functions is an important tool for obtaining a convolution structure. In section 4 we derive this product formula, which is analogous to Gelfand's product formula for spherical functions on homogeneous spaces. The formula is proved from the integral representation for Jacobi functions by using ~ new series expansion for the product of two Jacobi functions. This expansion, which generalizes a formula for Jacobi polynomials due to Bateman, may have some interest of its own. In the second part of section 4 the product formula is rewritten in kernel form and an explicit expression is obtained for the (non-negative) kernel. The methods used in this section belong to the field of classical analysis.
A functional analytic approach is used again in the last two sections. Section 5 contains a number of properties of the convolution product. In particular, estimates are given for ]If * gt], where f e L P and g e L q. Generalizing a result of Kunze and Stein [10] we can improve the well-known classical estimates in certain cases. Finally, section 6 deals with the structure of the convolution algebra of Ll-functions. It turns out that all the non-zero continuous characters on this Banach-algebra can be expressed by means of Jacobi functions ~(~.~)tt~, where ~ lies in a certain strip in the complex plane.
In subsequent papers the first author will give a group theoretic interpretation for the convolution structure when ~ and fl are half integers. The second author will give an elementary proof of the inversion formula for the Fourier-Jacobi transform.
The research presented here was partly done at Institute Mittag-Leffler, Djursholm, Sweden, where both the authors stayed during the academic year 1970--71. We ~re grateful to professor Lelmart Carleson for his hospitality.
Preliminaries
For ~ ~fl ~_ 1, for 2CC and for t e[0, ~) let the Jacobi function ~'~)(t) (or ~(t)) be defined by 
The mappings (2.6) and (2.7) extend to an isomorphism between the L2-spaces with respect to d,u(t) and dr (2) For the proof of this formula see Askey [1] and Flensted-Jensen [4] . If :r = fl or fl = 89 then (2.14) degenerates to a single integral. Let 2 = ~ q-i~ E C. In [4] the following estimates are proved for t E [0, oo) lq)z(t)l ~ 9G(t) for all 2 E C,
In (2.18) K denotes a positive constant independent of ~. Q.e.d.
The Fourier-Jacobi transform of LP-spaces
Let 1 ~p <2 and take q such that l/p+ l/q= 1. Let D e be the strip in the complex 4-plane defined by
Note that by (5.18) ~0zELq(d#) for all 2CD e. More precisely, lIqzIIq is uniformly bounded in any closed strip contained in D e and, by ( Therefore the mappings f--> (f, g) and f---> (f^, g^) are continuous functionals on s P. Now (f, g) -=--(f^, g^) for all f E L P gl L 2 and by continuity for all f E L P.
In Tarticular if f E Ll(d#), f^(4) is continuous also on .D 1, lip + 1/q : 1 and f E L. P(d#), then f^(2) is well
Assume that f E L P and that f^= 0, then for all g E C~ we have (f,g) =(f^,g^)= 0 and therefore f=0. 
The product formula for Jacobi functions
The first part of this section contains a new proof of the following theorem.
where x ~ 1, is used.
The notation from (2.13) and (2.15) In the second part of this section we will rewrite formula (4.1) in the so-called kernel form
where the notation from (2.1) and (2.5) is used. The kernel K will be obtained in an expliei~ way.
It was pointed out in [8] , where formula (4.1) first occured, that (4.1) can be proved by analytic continuation with respect to # if the formula is known for /t ~--0, i, 2,... For these values of /t the product formula was obtained in [8] as a corollary to the addition formula for Jaeobi polynomials. In a forthcoming paper [9] the product formula for Jacobi polynomials is directly proved from the Laplace type integral representation by using an identity for J~cobi polynomials due to Bateman. Here a similar proof of (4.1) will be given for general complex /~. From (2.14) and (2.12) we obtain Hence the integrandin the right hand side of (4.1) can be expanded by using (4.6), and summation and integration may be interchanged because the series converges uniformly in r and % Next, formula (4.4) can be applied to each term and the resulting series is the right hand side of (4.5). When x = y or 2/~ -k ~ is integer, formula (4.1) is proved by continuity. Q.e.d.
Remark. For ~ =-fi or fi = --89 formula (4.1) degenerates to a single integral.
We still have to prove theorem 4.2. This will be done in several steps. First observe that the function R~, ~' ~)(z), defined by (2.13), is holomorphie in the complex z-plane with cut (--0% --1] and satisfies the differential equation The function A(z; r, y~) is two-valued for z around 1, but this branching singularity is removed by the integration in (4.14) with respect to F. Choosing x, e~, s 2, the same as above we conclude that both the left hand side and the right hand side of (4.14) are analytic in z for z E C and [z --x] < 5. By analytic continuation formula (4.14) holds for these values of z. The estimate (4.13) is finally obtained from (4.14) and (4.15). Q.e.d. for Choosing s small enough we find:
]z --xi < ~(s), tw --y] < ~(e).
A similar estimate holds for /z + w\ -'-~-~ ,
Proof of theorem 4.2. Let F(x, y) denote the right hand side of (4.5) and G(x, y) the left hand side. :By lemma 4.6 the function F(x, y) is analytic for x >__ 1, y ~ 1, x r y. Since P(z, w) is a locally uniform convergent sum of analytic solutions of (4.12) (cf. 
)dm(r, ~p).
We next come to the second part of this section and will derive an explicit expression for the kernel K(t 1, t2, t3) in formula (4.2). Let f(ch 2t) be a function which is absolutely integrable in every finite t-interval. Let the substitution (r, ~0) --> (t3, Z) be defined by ch t a e ~-----ch t 1 ch t 2 ~ sh t 1 sh t~ re~'% ~OGENS I~LENSTED-JENSEN AND TOM I4001~NVCIlgDEIr
Then by making this substitution of the integration variables, it follows easily (cf. [9] , section 5) that we obtain formula (4.2) by substituting (4.16) for the right hand side of (4.1) with ~t = 89 e). Thus we have an explicit expression for the kernel K(q, t2, 4) in (4.2).
The kernel K can be expressed as a hypergeometrie function (see Gasper [6] and Koornwinder [9] ). Writing The function K(tx, 4, t3) is non-negative, and it is symmetric in the three variables. It is a C~-funetion, singular or identically zero according to whether the sum of two of the variables is greater, equal to or less than the third variable. Since ~%(t) = 1 we conclude from In section 5 we shall use the kernel K to define a convolution structure associated with the Fourier-Jaeobi transform. We shall need the following lemma. The following properties of the convolution product are easily proved from results in section 4 on the functions K and H:
(ii) (f 9 g) , h = f 9 (g 9 h), (5.4) (iii) Is f~0 and g~0 then f,g~0, (2) whenever these Fourier-Jaeobi transforms are well-defined. After taking 7L~-norms in both sides of (5.6) if follows by some calculations that
This inequality is reduced to (5.5) by the substitution ~ = r/q (observe that (1-s)r-~ p). Now the theorem is proved by using the fact that C o is dense in L~(dtt) for 1 ~ 7 < oo. Q.e.d.
We can get the following improved inequalities for the convolution. In the special case ~ = fi = 0 theorem 5.5 was proved by Kunze and Stein [10] . Since C~ ~ is dense in 7L2 and 7LP the result follows with Ap-= llq011u. Q.e.d.
g E LP~(d#). Then f, g E LS(d/,) for all s E

The Banaeh algebra (L~(d#), ,)
It is clear from theorem 5.4 that (L~(d#), ,) is a commutative Banach algebra. From (5.4) and (3.2) it is seen that the functional Z~ defined by (4) is a continuous character on Ll(d/t) for all 4 E/~1 = {~ -l-i~ E C I [U I <:" ~}. Theorem 3.2 implies that Ll(dtt) is semisimple. Obviously complex conjugation is an isometric involution. It was shown in [4] , that Ll(d#) has an approximate identity. Proof. Since the kernel K(x, y, z), if considered as a function of z, has compact support it is easily seen that it is sufficient to prove the lemma for f E C~. Using It follows easily from the definition of the convolution that g 9 ~ is a C~-function. Thus we can assume that g is a C~-function. From (6.1) it is seen that g(0) = 1. Lemma 6.1 applied to (6.1) gives
(~g)(x)g(y) --g(x)(~og)(y).
:By taking y = 0 it is clear that g is an eigenfunetion of co with eigenvalue cog(0). Therefore g(x) = q)~(x) for some 2 E C. Since g is bounded it follows from lemma 2. Proof. The only thing left to be proved is that for 2 E b 1 ~6 is self-adjoint if and only if 42 + ~2 _> 0. But this follows easily from the fact that ~;. is real if and only if 42 is real.
Q.e.d.
COROLLARY 6.4. The function ~(x) for 2 E (~ is characterized by the integral equation (6.I).
This follows from the proof of lemma 6.2.
Remark. It was pointed out by H. Chdbli in [2] , that Weinberger's maximum property for differential equations [12] can be applied in order to prove the positivity of the generalized translation operation (5.1).
